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Abstract 
Strategic management researches have always focused on the effects strategic 
decisions, and have fewer researches on strategy execution. The focus of this 
paper is on the ability to achieve strategic goals—strategy execution, and it 
has three conclusions. Firstly it redefines that strategy execution is the ability 
of achieving strategy; secondly, the factors which can have effect on strategy 
execution can be divided into three kinds: strategic management, attitude of 
members and mechanisms of organization; it finally puts forward corres-
ponding suggestions from strategic management, personnel management and 
organizational mechanisms to provide guidance for enterprises. 
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1. Introduction 

According to a research in 1999, there were about 70% of enterprises in the 
United States failed because of the organizational strategy execution [1], and or-
ganizations still face a 60% performance loss when implementing the strategy 
nowadays. Why is it so difficult to achieve strategic target for an organization? 
CEOs held that implementing strategies was more difficult than making a good 
strategy, and 66% of top managers said the strategy execution was not enough to 
achieve their strategies [2]. 

It is no doubt that the strategy execution of an organization determines 
whether the organization’s strategy can be achieved, and it also determines the 
future of the organization. However, mainly existing researches about strategy 
execution focus on its’ definition and actor in the path of improving perfor-
mance, and there is not a common sense of what is strategy execution. What’s 
more, the researches about what does influence strategy execution are so poor to 
build a systematic view in academe. So that is what motivates this paper to an-
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swer the two question: “What is strategy execution?” and “What are the factors 
that influence the strategy execution?”, and then to provide corresponding sug-
gestions for later scholars to develop the researches of strategy execution. 

2. The Concept of Strategic Execution 

Strategy execution rooted in strategic management theory, which includes stra-
tegic decisions’ effects and the process of decision-making. And the latter in-
cludes two streams: strategy formulation and strategy execution [3]. The rela-
tionship is shown in Figure 1. 

There are two main opinions on the definition of strategy execution in aca-
deme: a process or an ability. The scholars who hold that strategy execution is a 
process mainly agree the opinion of Bossidy, who proposed that strategy execu-
tion was a systematic process to achieve goals by asking questions, analyzing 
problems, and taking actions, while it was also a learning which needed to com-
bine the reality with personnel and process to achieve the desired goals [4]. Some 
scholars, however, like Xueyunkui, believe that strategy execution is a compre-
hensive ability that use various resources and mechanisms to achieve strategic 
goals after making strategic choices, and it stems from the power to achieve goal 
when implement strategies [1]. 

In a word, no matter strategy execution is a process or an ability, its’ aim is to 
achieve organizational strategy. But, an ability emphasizes the achievements of 
the strategic process, while scholars insist strategy execution is a process mainly 
emphasizes the link in it. So this paper takes strategy execution as an ability to 
achieve a given strategic goal, that is to say, strategy execution is an ability to 
transform strategic decisions into expected results by an effective system, organ-
ization, culture, and work-process and methods [5] [6]. And it is also the key to 
maintaining competitive advantages and the prerequisite for achieving organiza-
tional goals [7]. 

3. The Influencing Factors of Strategic Execution 

Strategic execution is the necessary ability which determine whether the organi-
zational strategy can be achieved, so the researches on its influencing factors can 
not only enrich the theory but also provide theoretical guidance for enterprises 
to build their own strategy execution. According to the existing opinions, there 
are mainly three factors that have effect on strategy execution: strategic man-
agement, personnel attitude and organizational management, as shown in Fig-
ure 2. 

3.1. The Attitude of Members 

Scholars believe that the core of strategy execution is people [8], and the attitude 
of members determines the motivation, thus determining the strategy execution 
of an organization. So how does the members’ attitude affect the strategy execu-
tion? There are some factors. 
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Figure 1. The origin of strategy execution. 
 

 
Figure 2. The influencing factors of strategy executive. 
 
• Leaders’ vision and belief of the organization can promote organizational 

strategy execution [9]. Vision, a concept of value, represents a higher expec-
tation of future in work [10], and further leads the development of the or-
ganization. Only that the top managers have a clear knowledge of the vision 
and believe in it firmly, and then deliver the vision and beliefs to all the 
members actively, can the efforts of the team members focus on the organi-
zational vision and thus form the strategy execution. 

• The middle manager’s understanding of strategy can facilitate the process of 
strategic decision-making and improve the strategy execution by optimizing 
the combination of kinds of resources [11] [12]. First of all, frequent strategic 
communication between middle managers and top managers is helpful to 
form their understanding of strategy, thereby improving strategy execution 
and make better performance. Secondly, compared with top managers, mid-
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• Employees’ recognition and commitment of the strategy is the decisive factor 
in the formation of strategy execution [13]. According to the theory of Man-
agement by Objectives (MBO), when employees feel that their role does take 
its own actor in the organizational strategy, they will be more encouraged 
and complete strategic goals more proactive, thereby improving strategy ex-
ecution. In addition, when the members of the organization identify with the 
organizational strategy and share a strategic consensus, they will further form 
their commitment to the strategy to improve strategy execution and achieve a 
higher performance. 

3.2. The Strategic Management 

Strategy execution, the ability of an organization to achieve its strategy, starts 
with an organizational strategy and ultimately stands for strategic performance, 
that is to say, strategy is the origin of strategy execution. To be more specific, 
there should be a clear strategic objectives, specific targets system and strategic 
control. 
• A clear strategic objectives. Kaplan [14] had proposed that the first element 

of strategy execution was a clearly declaration of the strategic goal. Ittner [15] 
also believed that identifying and confirming the organizational strategic ob-
jectives was the first thing to build strategy execution, because only a clear 
strategic goal could lead the organization insist its choice and allocate resources 
rationally to achieve maximum gains in the era of rapid development. 

• A specific strategic targets system. In Kaplan and Ittner’s view [14] [15], 
strategy execution is the ability to allocate resources and further make strate-
gies employees’ into actions. And to achieve such a transformations requires 
a specific strategic targets system. On the one hand, the specific strategic tar-
gets system can enable each member of the organization to get a clear under-
standing of the strategy, thereby enhancing employees’ value-judgments to 
achieve optimal resource allocation, and finally improving strategy execution; 
on the other hand, a specific strategic targets system can make the bounda-
ries of powers and responsibilities between members and departments clear, 
and then enhance strategic collaboration between departments to enhance 
the strategy execution. 

• Timely strategic control actions. Pearce [16] believed that strategy execution 
should also include strategic control, that is to say, after making the strategy a 
targets system and allocating the resources, there should also be timely ac-
tions to enhance strategy execution, including tracking of internal and exter-
nal environment and achievement of implementation, evaluation and en-
couragement of employee performance, and the continuous improvement of 
business activities. The goal of strategy execution is to coordinate the beha-
viors of members to achieve strategy, and after assignment of resources, all 
we can do is strategic control to make sure that whether the resources are use-
ful as it should, whether the behaviors of members are strategically oriented, 
whether the performance achieved is consistent with strategy. So strategic con-
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trol is an important factor influencing strategy execution. 

3.3. The Mechanisms of Organization 

To form the strategy execution, what is necessary is the cooperation of members, 
so strategy execution will be reflected in the motivation, behaviors and perfor-
mance of the members. And the link between strategy and members is organiza-
tional management mechanisms, which can integrate strategy and members to 
enhance the strategy execution. And the detailed relation can be shown in Figure 3. 
• Strategic communication mechanism. When decomposing the strategy into a 

strategic targets system, it is necessary to deliver the strategy to all stakehold-
ers of the organization, including employees, customers and suppliers [17]. 
Therefore, the construction of necessary strategic communication channels 
will affect the strength of organizational strategic consensus directly, thus af-
fecting strategy execution. 

• Organizational mechanisms to motivate members. Strategy execution based 
on the motivation and behaviors of the organization’s members, so an effec-
tive mechanism of motivation can enhance strategy execution by influencing 
the motivation and performance of members [18]. 

• Organizational mechanisms of tracking. When implementing strategies, an 
accurate feedback can reconfirm the cognition of the subordinates on the 
strategy, thereby improving the strategy execution [19]. Because the feedback 
can provide members with information about their efforts and the next 
orientation they should work for, so they can confirm their roles in strategy 
and take next action fast. 

 

 
Figure 3. The factors influencing strategy executive. 
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• Organizational mechanisms of the culture. The organizational atmosphere 
can influence the strategy execution [19], because the values, institutions and 
organizational behaviors’ norms advocated by the organizational culture will 
affect the values and behaviors of members, and thus affect the strategy ex-
ecution. 

4. Conclusions 

The direct reason influencing strategy execution is that the members of the or-
ganization cannot take actions as the organization expected; the second reason is 
that the members can not identify and promise the strategy; and the essential 
reason lies in the unreasonable design of organizational mechanisms. Because of 
the unreasonable design of managerial mechanisms, the strategic information 
cannot be delivered to everyone, and strategic consensus cannot be formed, and 
then members cannot make strategic choices to form strategy execution. There-
fore, strategy execution of an organization should base on strategy, and take 
personnel as the core, with managerial mechanisms as means. That is to say, to 
form strategy execution, an organization should do something from three ways. 

4.1. Improve the Ability of Personnel Management 

• The comprehensive quality and leadership of top managers should be an 
example for subordinates; 

• Not only improvements should be made from factors such as individual abil-
ities, motivation, job design, organizational skills, and culture, and organiza-
tional mechanisms should also be designed for teams to achieve the evolution 
of strategic execution from individuals to teams, and further to organization 
[20]; 

• Ordinary employees should pay attention to the development of abilities, 
such as execution. Only in this way can we achieve the strategy shoulder to 
shoulder.  

4.2. Improve the Ability of Strategic Management 

• Firstly, in order to form strategy execution, the organization should have the 
ability to capture the information of the competitive environment to make a 
reasonable strategic goal; 

• Secondly, it should also have the ability to decompose strategy into clear du-
ties of employees through certain organizational structure and managerial 
tools;  

• Finally, the ability of combining employee performance evaluation and orga-
nizational strategy will improve employee motivation, and then focus staff 
efforts on organizational strategy to achieve strategy execution [21]. 

4.3. Enhance the Design of Organizational Mechanisms 

• An organization should improve the relevant institution to form good chan-
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nels of communication, clear assessment indicators, etc. [21], to make the 
strategy clear to be understood by personnel; 

• An organization should also make assessment indicators of everyone clear 
[21] to let everyone know what should do and not to do; 

• The organization should optimize the managerial mechanism, such as staff 
arrangement, motivations’ management, limits’ management, culture of 
teamwork, ect., to make sure that personnel are consistent with strategy. 
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